
 

 

BY E-MAIL ONLY 
 
Richard Henderson 
Chair Balerno Community Council 
By e-mail only 
 
 
9th June 2021 
 
Dear Richard 
 
CALA Currievale development update 
 
I write in respect of CALA’s land interests to the north of Currie (known as Currievale), in the context of 
the emerging Local Development Plan, Mobility Plan, West Edinburgh studies and the proposals for a 
new high school in Currie. I attach a plan outlining CALA’s land interest. 
 
As you may recall, CALA met with the Community Council along with other Community Councils on the 
A70 corridor in late 2018/early 2019 as City of Edinburgh Council commenced work on its new Local 
Development Plan (City Plan).  
 
It was clear from the feedback we received that there are a number of consistent themes that are 
priorities for the three communities, including transportation, recreation and education provision, as well 
as a number of detailed local issues within each Community Council area itself. 
 
Following this, CALA made representations to the Council’s City Plan and City Mobility Plan in respect 
of land at Currievale, setting out an opportunity that we believe could help address some of those 
themes. 
 
The proposal can deliver a number of benefits for the area, for example enhanced access to Curriehill 
Station, improved public transport accessibility to the west of Edinburgh, removal of some traffic from 
the A70, support for existing and potential for new retail and employment units and community facilities 
including allotments as well as support and wider benefits for the existing communities.  
 
Our submission also highlighted the opportunity for an alternative location for the replacement Currie 
High School on land to the east of Riccarton Mains Road. We are aware of the recent consultation held 
by the Council regarding the new School and of the concerns that have been expressed by residents in 
the area in terms of construction access and the logistics of developing the site whilst teaching is 
ongoing. The alternative location east of Riccarton Mains Road would avoid the logistical issues of 
building a school whilst maintaining teaching from the same site. Moreover, whilst the existing Currie 
High School is to the west of the catchment area and located within a largely residential area, the site 
at Riccarton Mains Road is centrally located within the catchment and is on a public transport route 
offering better accessibility. This option remains available for the Council’s consideration and we would 
be pleased to discuss this in more detail. 
 
You may also be aware that the Council is working on sustainable transport strategies, including 
separate work on “inclusive growth” for west Edinburgh. These studies will feed in to the new Local 
Development Plan.  
 

 



 

 

The Edinburgh to Glasgow (via Shotts line) is an asset to the area that is underutilised. Over the last few 
years investment of over £140 million has been spent on the electrification and associated upgrades of 
the rail line. This provides a sustainable transit option and realistic alternative to the private car.  
 
One of the barriers to increasing patronage is limited accessibility to the Station. One of the key 
benefits of the proposal is the delivery of a public transport corridor through the site from the A70 to 
Riccarton Mains Road and the creation of a mobility hub to the south west of the Station. This would 
provide a turning area for buses, secure cycle parking and pedestrian access via the existing bridge. 
The development would also provide pedestrian linkages to the north of Currie. This could support 
better bus services to and from Balerno, whilst removing up to 30% of traffic from Lanark Road. The 
delivery of a public transport route in this location is also in line with the strategy for the City Mobility 
Plan, and the benefits of a sustainable mobility hub in this location have been recognised in the 
emerging West Edinburgh Spatial Strategy for Inclusive Growth. The proposal for Currievale can assist 
in delivery of these key objectives. 
 
CALA views this proposal as more than just a development site, but an opportunity to create wider 
benefit for the existing communities. CALA has sponsored Curry Chieftains Rugby Club for 10 years, 
and in recent years has contributed to the Currie and Balerno Community Chest. CALA is aware of the 
impact of development and is keen that the wider area shares in its benefits with opportunities to 
support initiatives in Balerno, Currie and Juniper Green. We are keen to receive feedback from the 
existing communities in a constructive manner, and to consider that if development was to proceed in 
this location, what could it look like and how can it deliver tangible, lasting benefits for their 
communities.  
 
I am therefore writing to advise that CALA intends to submit a Proposal of Application Notice to the City 
of Edinburgh Council in respect of our land at Currievale. A copy of the Notice and a Location Plan will 
follow upon submission. Because of the ongoing restrictions, we intend to hold the public consultation 
event in an online format. A website will be created a will be live for a number of days to allow 
members of the public a chance to review the proposal and leave feedback. CALA staff, along with our 
consultant team, will also be available via a live chat facility on 22nd June between 3pm and 7pm. We 
will also be offering to attend meetings of all local Community Councils after the event to provide 
feedback. 
 
We would be keen to meet with you to discuss these matters in more detail and would be happy to 
attend a future meeting of the Community Council (whether online or in-person) to present and answer 
any questions arising. If you wish to meet or would like further information, please don’t hesitate to 
contact me. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 

 
 
Derek Lawson 
Strategic Land Director 
E: dlawson@cala.co.uk  
T: 07881672420 
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